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Asia has bottomed out 
2000s

Asia has fastest growing economies of large scale (China, India, Vietnam) and 
industrial giants such as Japan and Korea.

Unprecedented economic growth in China leading to tighter labour market. 

Wages begin to rise (Minimum wages in many industrial cities increased by almost 
40% since 2004)

FDI flows into neighboring developing economies as a diversification strategy of MNC, 
and create industrial jobs.

This way Vietnam and Cambodia followed footsteps of China. In 2006 both countries 
increased MW by 30% and 10% respectively

Asia is bottoming out. 
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But gaps grow rapidly in Asia
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Disputes on the rise in transition 
economies: Viet Nam and China
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Union membership and collective 
bargaining coverage trends in China
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Industrial Relations Trends in East 
Asia 1

China, Vietnam (Cambodia, Laos, Mongolia)

Building legal and institutional framework for market-based employment 
relations and industrial relations

– China (1994 Labour Law, 2001 Revision of Trade Union Law, 2007 Labour Contract 
Law)

– Viet Nam (1994 Labour Code, 2002 Revision of Labour Code)

Initial reform in mid 1990s and second wave of reform starting from 2006: from 
dismantling the old system to building new system

Efforts to build modern practices of social dialogue, collective bargaining and 
workplace cooperation mechanism

– Tripartite mechanism (Mongolia 1998, China 2001, Vietnam 2007)
– Collective bargaining (China since 1995, Vietnam only very recently)

Labour disputes are on the rise
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Industrial Relations Trends in East 
Asia 2

Korea, Japan, Singapore, Malaysia
Searching for new modes of labor market governance to cope with new 
challenges (issues of balancing flexibility and security, active aging)

Ensuring equity and fairness in an increasingly heterogeneous labour market
Dealing with declining influence of collective IR (institutional vacuum at the 
workplace): Japan
Coping with growing number of individual disputes
Balancing work and life
Indonesia (Cambodia)
Searching for post-democratization mode of industrial relations

How to develop an orderly bargaining arrangement at the workplace where 
multiple unions compete
How to improve productivity while ensuring industrial peace
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Tripartite social dialogue at higher 
level and coordination

All countries have tripartite 
consultation mechanism with a 
varying degree of success
Singapore: National (tripartite) 
wage council and other ad hoc 
tripartite bodies
Korea: National Tripartite 
Committee since 1998
Japan: informal approach
China: tripartite consultation 
mechanism from national down to 
city level
Vietnam: recently established 
national tripartite commission on 
industrial relations
Cambodia: Labour advisory council

Singapore: interaction between 
national wage guideline and 
bargaining at lower level

Japan: Spring-offensive’s 
coordinating role is waning

China: attempt to coordinate 
between government policy and 
wage negotiation, through wage 
guideline policy
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Collective bargaining in East Asia

Collective bargaining 
coverage tends to be low (1 
– 20 %) with a possible 
exception of China.
CB coverage is same as 
union density or lower
Enterprise is the most 
important level of collective 
bargaining in most Asian 
countries.

Sectoral/industrial 
bargaining is exceptional 
(some sectors in Korea, 
Malaysia, increasingly China 
and perhaps in Vietnam)
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Union Density and Collective 
Bargaining Coverage (2006)
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Industrial relations mechanism at the 
workplace 1: Current situation in 
market economies

In addition to CB, there are 
various ‘works council’ type 
arrangements at the 
workplace, some voluntary 
(Japan, Singapore, 
Philippines), and others 
mandatory (Korea, China)

Labor-management 
consultation committee 
(LMCC) at the enterprise 
level

– Japan (Philippines, 
Singapore): voluntary 
mechanism for 
consultation. 

– Korea: mandatory 
mechanism for consultation 
(co-determination for some 
agenda such as training 
and employee welfare)
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Industrial relations mechanism at the 
workplace 2: Issues

Blurred demarcation between bargaining agenda 
and consultation agenda due to enterprise 
bargaining structure

– Japan vs. Korea
Representation of union in the LMCC in unionized 
enterprises

– LMCC deemed to be a body for consultation between 
employees and employer regardless of union membership

Role of LMCC in non-union enterprises
– Quasi bargaining function (for example, wage determination 

through consultation)
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Industrial relations mechanism at the 
workplace: China (and Vietnam)

Workers’ (representative) congress: 
– Decision-making body composed of 

all employees, including top- 
managers, on labor and welfare 
related matters

– In theory, trade union committee 
serves as a secretariat for the 
workers’ congress

– Draft collective agreements are to be 
approved by the workers’ congress 

Collective bargaining (consultation)
– For joint determination of terms and 

conditions of employment, leading to 
collective agreement

– Separate wage negotiation

Trade unions under the co-
influence of management and party 
organization, limiting trade unions’
ability to represent workers

Recent debate on enterprise vs. 
industrial unionism, and recent 
attempt to form a group of 
professional trade union cadres 
reflect Chinese unions attempt to 
gain a degree of independence 
from management influence
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Prospects of IR and employment 
relations in East Asia

Mega-trends
– Growing gap within 

countries, narrowing gap 
between countries

– Aging society
– Flexibilization
– Individualization

– Future of collective 
industrial relations?

Short-term prospect
– Coping with inflationary 

pressure
– Coping with growing 

number of disputes
– Coping with new 

regulatory framework
– Redefining relations 

between workers 
(citizens), unions, 
businesses and the state
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